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Orphan’s project,
Sponsorship of 10 Orphans in collaboration with Emleson Women Society in Jerusalem is still on-going. For the
financial year, four instalments were made totalling $6000 covering the monthly sponsorship. In addition, OK
provided an additional Eid payment of $800.

Pictures during Mofeed shaheen's engagement with Emleson last year

During the year, Adel Mutee, an OK volunteer, visited Emleson and assisted in providing additional background
on Australian guidelines for charitable organizations and their indigenous partners. Adel has also been
confirmed as the regular point of contact with Emleson.
Clothes project,
OK administered the collection and packaging of a 20-foot container of material Aid to Palestinian refugees.
Whilst the initial intention was to send the aid to Gaza, the recent conflict and blockade of Gaza has prevented
OK from delivering the aid there. The container was shipped and distributed (240 boxes) in Zarqa and Marka
refugee camps in Jordan, in partnership with UNRWA.

Pictures from one of the few clothes collection, sorting and packaging sessions
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In total, 353 families (a total of 1889 individuals) benefited from the shipment thanks to the generous donations
of many Australians.

Pictures from UNRWA of the aid distribution in the camps in Jordan

OK assisted in another container (40-foot) to go to Palestine and Jordan camps. Aid collected by Australian Aid,
and destination and logistical approvals with UNRWA facilitated by Olive Kids.

Pictures of loading the Australian Aid foundation (Sydney) container.

Formula Milk Donation
In January 2009, OK had to take action as we witnessed the misery and distress the Palestinian children in
Gaza were living under. In a meeting with UNRWA during this time, it was estimated that aid was only covering
the needs of 40% of the Gaza population. OK worked with UNRWA and the Jordan Hashemite Charity
Organisation to deliver formula milk to the children of Gaza. After weeks of negotiation with milk suppliers, OK
purchased a 25,000 Australian dollars worth of formula milk and ensured it's delivery to Gaza.
Medical Equipment,
Late 2008, OK has purchased a Urethroscope, a medical device used for
Paediatric urology. The device will be delivered to al-Awda hospital in
Gaza/Palestine. Due to the cancellation of Prof. Paddy Dewan's planned
trip due to conditions in Gaza, we are currently working with UNRWA to
assist in the planned delivery.
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Collaboration with Children First Foundation
During the financial year, OK continued to collaborate with the Children First Foundation by supporting their
work with the Palestinian children brought to Australia for treatment. This year, Doa', Iman and Suhail were
assisted with accommodation, transportation, translation and most importantly in minding them post procedures
and during recovery in hospital. For this work, OK facilitates the assistance from the volunteers that we have
been very lucky to have over the year.
Operational
Financial
The focus of this year was mostly about relief and completion of the outstanding projects mentioned. In
2009/2010 a number of fund raising activities are planned.
Website
http://olivekids.org.au
AGM,
8th Aug 11am - 1pm
Future Vision for Olive Kids
Olive Kids maybe only two years old, however, we have big plans for the future. The urgent need of the
Palestinian children currently has been and will continue to be our main motivator. We consider ourselves lucky
to be in a country like Australia, and that only makes us keener to contribute to those who are less advantaged
and in critical need for our help.
In the next financial year, we plan to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Take firm steps to start our tax deductibility process
Conduct fund raise activities
Increase the beneficiaries of our orphan support project
Recruit new volunteers
Start a new projects in the education space

We look forward to your continued support and contribution.

OLIVE KIDS
http://olivekids.org.au
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